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Foreseen Development of CANDU Reactors

to 2Q00 A.D.

by

W. Bennett Lewis

Summary

The CANDU power reactor is characterized
by the lowest fue1 cycle costs achieved by high
power fuelled channels forming a lattice in heavy
water moderator. Various fuel cycles and coolant
systems are possible. When thorium fuel is used
the individual fuel bundles will deliver energy
in the range 20 to 60 MWd/kg thorium. Consequent
fuel changes are not too frequent and high avail-
ability is foreseen. The fuel inventory is quite
low but some fissile fuel make up is required in
the cycle. High temperature organic liquid coolant
is promising. Such reactors are expected to remain
economically competitive for a long-term future,
possibly for many centuries.
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Développement prévu des rëacteurs

CANDU jusqu'à l'an 2000

par

W. Bennett Lewis

Résumé

Les réacteurs de puissance de la filière
CANDU sont caractérisés par un cycle de combustible
qui est le moins coûteux de tous. Cette économie
résulte de l'emploi de canaux de combustible à haute
puissance formant un réseau dans un modérateur con-
stitué par de l'eau lourde. Divers cycles de
combustible et différents systèmes de caloportage
sont possibles. Lorsqu'on emploiera du thorium
comme combustible chaque grappe fournira une énergie
de l'ordre de 20 à 60 MWj/kg Th. Il en résultera
des changements de combustible moins fréquents et
l'on aura certainement une haute disponibilité.
L'inventaire du combustible sera tout à fait raison-
nable mais une petite quantité de combustible fissile
sera nécessaire dans le cycle. Le caloportage à
haute température par liquide organique est prometteur.
On s'attend J ce que les réacteurs à caloporteur
organique restent longtemps compétitifs économiquement,
peut-être pendant des siècles.
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Paper No. 71-CNA-305
(DL-107)

FORESEEN DEVELOPMENT OF CANDU REACTORS

TO 2000 A.D.

by

W. Bennett Lewis

It needs emphasizing that the year 2000 is not seen
as any turning point.f^J j^g trend will still be upward in
power generation and downward in real cost of energy, both in
capital and operations.

To date in 19 71 we haven't seen anything of what
CANDU reactors can do! Pickering 1 has reached its full
power of 508 MW(e) net. Unlike earliei heavy-water-cooled
CANDU power reactors the early loss rate of heavy water has
been acceptably low, less than 2 kg/hr which is less than
$100/hr out of a revenue at 5 mill/kWh (or $5/MWh) of $2540/hr.' ;

But Pickering 1 has about 0*9 tonne D20 per MW(e) , whereas in 1969
I reported to the CNA a CANDU prospective design needing only
V 6 tonne D20/MW(e) in a 1500 MW(e) reactor.(3) in the advances
Canada reports this year to the 4th U.N. Geneva Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy an even lower inventory is
indicated.(4>

More important than lower heavy water initial and
upkeep costs, there is in prospect outstandingly improved avail-
ability and ease of maintenance stemming from the astonishing
operating results being maintained at the WR-1 organic-liquid-
cooled CANDU type reactor at Whiteshell in Manitoba.(*)> (*)> (7^ •
After five years of operation the radioactivity in the primary
coolant circuit remains negligible, and one can stand alongside
the pumps in this circuit with the reactor at full power in a
negligible radiation field. Any coolant leaks expose themselves
and because the circuit is inactive repair is only limited by
temperature, as in an oil refinery. Such things are impossible
in any water-cooled reactor. Moreover, one of the two reactor
coolant circuits in WR-1 has operated throughout the year at 400°C
outlet temperature, which promises a net station efficiency of
37 to 40% in a power station instead of the 29-33% of the Pickering,
Bruce and Gentilly CANDU series. I believe we could have the
benefits of the organic-cooled CANDU in a 1500 MW(e) reactor by
1985, but not if we continue at the low rate of development new
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funded.

Another point made in Canada's paper to Geneva is that
the greater availability promised by thorium fuel more than off-
sets its slightly higher fuel inventory costs.(4)

The differences between thorium and uranium fuel behav-
iour have been known and published for many years.(8)s (9),(10).
I would remind you of three points of key importance.

Key behaviour advantages of Th-232, U-235,

U-233 fuel over U-?38, U-235, P u n 3 j ) f l 2 i

(1) Better neutron economy

(2) Lower rate of decline of reactivity at
high burn-up.

(5) Spent fuel value increases slowly to higher
burn-up and is high enough to swamp process-
ing costs.

One fuel cycle chosen for special mention at Geneva
lead's to a high power density and so a compact reactor core ,-,
but an average burn-up as high as 33,000 MWd/tonne (Th + U ) .
The average residence time of the fuel bundles in the core is
1,100 full power days. Although it would lower the fuel cycle
cost for each bundle to finish its residence in the core at a
lower flux position, the cost penalty of leaving it at one
position throughout is small. The large reduction on fuel
handling over current CANDU practice promises both lower opera-
ting costs and higher station availability.

We have experience of (Th-232, U-235, U-233) 0 2 fuel
taken to 49,000 MWd/tonne (Th + U) in the NRU reactor'. Although
in the proposed design we would be putting together a number of
features so far only covered separately in the circuits and loops
in the WR-1, NRX and NRU reactors, the necessary development looks
very small in comparison with that still ahead, for example for
fast breeder reactors, so we are not looking foi a billion dollar
expenditure; an extra $10 million/year would bring the goal many
years closer.

Moreover it cannot be said too strongly we should not
and would not drop other developments of the CANDU-PHW and
CANDU-BLW reactors for Ontario Hydro, Hydro-Quebec, India and
Pakistan. Experience wijh them is an essential base on which
to build the future. Also we hope other Canadian utilities and
other countries will build and operate CANDU reactors of any of
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these types. I would also like to see another experimental
reactor, perhaps WR-2, with at least two large diameter 10-
15 MW channels. A natural-uranium-fuelled organic-cooled
CANDU would also have merit in focussing detailed design atten-
tion to larger organic-cooled boilers and heat exchangers and
to larger coolant circuits with higher rises of temperature.
Such a program would employ more people and expend more money,
but the benefit would not be far away in time.

The nuclear power world is going through the processes
the automobile world went through in the years between the Wars.
With every new model built at least some feature of reliability
improves. The specifications on materials become tighter but
ways to meet them become available. There are great forward
strides in instrumentation and even in the philosophy of instru-
mentation. We have nuclear generating stations controlled and
monitored by electronic digital computer systems, but perhaps
the logic of micro-electronic integrated circuits could spread
more widely to reduce the miles of wire and many thousands of
connections. We also can imagine better chemical tricks of
inhibitors, coraplexing agents, precipitators, adsorbing traps,
etc. that may allow us to relax some of the materials specifica-
tions .

The nuclear engineering world still needs far more
information about the complex processes of recovery from radiation
damage and factors of stress and temperature that influence it.
With that knowledge poor availability should cease to head the
list of problem areas.

One of the great successes of the CANDU reactor is
the low fuelling cost achieved.(^• This is so much lower
than that of the fuelling for the U.S. light water reacto~s
that it has been suggested there is a credibility gap. This
has been discussed explicitly in an AECL report by L.R. Haywood
and is told again in another Canadian Geneva paper. Ironically
this well established low fuelling cost is so low that further
development looks like having a low benefit/cost ratio, but
there are several very promising changes we would like to intro-
duce. These would reduce or eliminate those few failures that,
despite the advantage of on-power fuelling, may lead to some
loss of availability through contamination of the coolant
circuit with fission products or even on occasion with uranium.
Again, I will refer you to our Geneva papers to learn what is
in the wind.^J, (14), (15) .

When using thorium fuel, although it is possible to
employ separated plutonium as make-up fissile material it looks
more attractive and economical to use enriched uranium,<1^'
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either at the low enrichment suggested for the valubreeder fuel
cyclefS-> or fully enriched.^- Since the neutron economy is
good and the cycle would yield about 50 MWd/kg natural uranium,
the separative work required is very much less than for the
United States PWRs and BWRs as shown in the following table'20''

TABLE

Separative Work Required for 1000 MW(e)

Reactor Type

PWR

BWR

CANDU-OC-Thorium

Initial
Mg SW

units/reactor

525

390

300

Equilibrium Rate
Mg SW

units/year

150

120

25

Finally, I would like to xsmind you of the forecast
increase; in power projected for Canada by the CNA Economic
Development Committee <S1J shown in Fig. 1 to which I have added
several scales to help to put the benefit/cost ratios of develop-
ment in perspective,\±3'> (*'> •

You cannot live in the nuclear power world these days
without being aware of some opposition stemming from certain
highly vocal quarters in the United States but the evidence is
against their fears. Nuclear power is accused of

(13 Prospective thermal pollution.
In Canada's colder waters it is
thermal enrichment. Waste heat
can be used beneficially.
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(2) Prospective problems of managing
radioactive wastes.
Canada's glass block scheme WCJ
given to the world at the 1958
Geneva conference and the highly-
successful results to the 1967
Vienna symposium on "Disposal of
Radioactive Wastes into the
Ground".
The words "disposal" and "wastes"
can both be misleading, the
unwanted residues remain under
surveillance in the plant that
is handling new residues.

(3) Prospective higher radiation levels,
inducing cancer and infant mortality.
There is no scientific evidence to
support the fears expressed. The
Sternglass suggestion has been found
not to correspond with Canadian evi-
dence. (22) The Gofman-Tamplin and
Linus Pauling extrapolations do not
accord with studies of the survivors
from Hiroshima and Nagasaki, f25''•
Human biology which has evolved
in the presence of radiation is much
more complex than they supposed.

A very considerable body of literature and scientific
evidence is building up that nuclear power is the only practical
means of providing the energy needed to grow the food needed in
the future to nourish people already born; that is the benefit.
The cost to the environment may be positive or negative depending
on the point of view. As long as the world population growth
can be checked, so that the population does not exceed say
15,000 million, CANDU reactors alone could promise for many
thousands of years plenty of energy for food, water, clean air
and comfort for man and his environment.'11' * The power
generated would not need to be more than h% of the energy the
earth receives from the sun, and that would allow 50 thermal kW
per capita. If you think about it quantitatively, that should
be enough power as well as sufficient technical challenge for
the world's scientists and engineers.
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